AWAD Single Submit for GND and HD

Overview
The goal of the Network Integration framework project is to design one unique set tool for both operations. Significant benefits exist for both Operations & IT if a single framework can be created for each P&D process: P&D process:

Objectives
- Increases operational flexibility
- Simplifies training & reduces the learning curve
- Simplifies operational processes for ICs/ISPs
- Reduces and simplifies Operations & IT support and requirements efforts
- Improves speed to market on new initiatives and work backlog

Approach
- Clearly Define the problem statement given and identify the where the most problems arise
- Begin Brainstorming of solutions to the problem
- Create categories defining which element in the system we’re improving
- Begin whittling away at each idea to determine the best for each category
- Refine each idea that the team determined to be the best
- Construct High-Level Design of each idea
- Construct Detailed Design of each idea
- Work with the sponsor to receive criticism an possible improvements
- Further Development of ideas until they were on a standard acceptable for FedEx

Outcomes
- Each Idea will be using 1 unique system
- Solution 1 was generated with the idea of data efficiency, removing the strain of the system
- Solution 2 was generated with the idea of time efficiency with quickly adding and applying Photoshop like layers
- Solution 3 was generated with the idea of ease of use for the workers, in the simple act of sketching and editing area